Construction of the Science Building

Onward and Upward!

Above: Steel erection on area D continues into Penthouse with stairs beginning to take shape 10/24

Below: Area A Deep Underground showing communication conduit which will feed the entire building

In the Now
- CMU Wall at Auditorium Lecture Room
- Electrical and plumbing underground area B & A
- Penthouse steel erection Area D
- Slab on grade prep Area D

A Look Ahead
- 10/29 commence Area C steel erection
- Primary electrical duct bank completion

The Breakdown
- Man-hours: 23,000 hrs
- Concrete: 1,300 cy
- Rebar: 10+ tons
- Steel: 450 pieces

FLYING COLORS, atop our over 260’ tall crane now fly two MTSU flags

Today
- Mostly sunny and pleasant
- 82° High, 57° Low

Fri
- Mostly sunny and pleasant
- 72° High, 45° Low

Sat
- Cooler with spotty showers
- 61° High, 40° Low

Sun
- Mostly sunny and cool
- 58° High, 34° Low

Mon
- Plenty of sun, but cool
- 56° High, 31° Low